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Steps for applying a penetrating sealer to Sensitile Terrazzo™, Sensitile
Terrazzo Lumina™ and Sensitile Pixa™
1- Clean surface with lightly damp cloth.
2- Pour supplied sealer into a smaller container. Dip and soak clean dry cotton rag in
sealer till saturated. Begin evenly spreading sealer on surface of bar top with rag.
Let rag soak up more sealer as needed. It is best to limit yourself to one bar top
section at a time.
3- Spread and wipe the surface continually for at least 10 minutes. DO NOT let any
one area dry. Keep the entire surface wet with sealer at all times.
4- After continuing with step 3 for 10 minutes use a clean dry white cotton rag to
wipe off excess sealer.
5- Let surface dry for at least 12 hours. DO NOT place or lay anything on countertop
until it has dried for at least 12 hours. Failure to follow these directions may result
in discoloration or an uneven look.
6- After the sealer has dried, test the sealer by pouring a few drops of tap water on
the surface. If the water beads up your sealer application was a success, if not
reapplication might be needed - start at step 1 again.

Note: For added protection, wax your surfaces after sealer has cured for at least 24
hours. For waxing instructions and suggestions please refer to your Sensitile Terrazzo
“Care and Maintenance” guide.
If the sealer is not supplied or purchased through Sensitile Systems®, we recommend the
use of StoneTech Bulletproof and StoneTech Impregnator Pro sealers only.

Contact
For further information or for any special conditions and questions, please do not
hesitate to contact us via phone 313.872.6314 or email info@sensitile.com

Sensitile Systems® 1604 Clay Ave., 3rd Fl, Detroit, MI 48211
P: 313.872.6314 F: 313.872.6315 info@sensitile.com
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